2019 WINTER FORECAST

Featuring the Latest Trends in:
- Generation Z and print
- OSHA’s take on drug testing
- Sales and operations
- Managing Millennials
- Privacy law
- Women’s leadership in print
- The state of the industry
Be brilliant.

Meet the world’s first xerographic press able to print mixed metallics with 6 colors in a single pass — the Xerox® Indessa® Production Press. Command attention with mesmerizing iridescent metallic hues, precise spot embellishments. Ultra HD resolution and a robust suite of finishing options. Automated to deliver remarkable results and enable untapped revenue opportunities. Embrace your inner brilliance.

xerox.com/bebrilliant
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Why Paper Advocacy? And Why Is Now the Time for Advancing the Movement?
Lisbeth Lyons
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Customer Experience #1 Priority for Business in 2019
Ligaya Scaff
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Customers, Sales Reps, and Operations—Focused on Results That Matter
Mike Philie
The Philie Group

Mentoring Alliance Will Help Future Leaders Shine
Adriane Harrison
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Make These Four Shifts to Better Manage Millennials
Ryan Jenkins
Next Generation

Worker Safety, OSHA, and Drug Testing Turmoil
Gary Jones
SGIA

What’s Ahead for the Economy and Print in 2019?
Dr. Ronnie H. Davis
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